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YOUR CHARACTER 

Name: 

AC MV Level HP #AT Dmg 

      

Languages/Skills: 

Armor, Weapons, Gear, Hat: 

 

 

Armor 

Type AC MV 

No armor 9 12 

Leather 7 9 

Chainmail 5 6 

Plate mail 3 3 

Shield -1  

 

Hit Points. 6 per level. 

 

Weapons 

Unarmed 1 

Light 1d4 

Medium 1d6 

Heavy 2d6, keep higher. 

Paired weapons: -1 to hit, +1 damage category. 

 

Number of Attacks 

1 at level 1. 2 at level 5. 3 at level 9. (Every 4) 

If you kill a monster, you can make another attack 

(one per round per attack.) 

 

To Begin 

Start with 3 weapons, or 2 weapons and a shield. 

Ranged, with 20 shots. 5d10 silver. Leather armor. 

 

COMBAT 

 

Initiative 
1d10 + AC. Best goes first. Use all your attacks at 

once, if you have more than 1. 

 

Move 

Before or after combat, move that many feet. Or 

yards, but then others in melee get a free attack. 

 

Attack 

1d20. Roll under [Target AC + Your Level]. 

 

Damage 

Roll as weapon type. (Roll of 1, full damage.) 

 

EXPERIENCE 

 

The party shares out 100 experience per monster hit 

die defeated. Characters get 1 experience per gold 

coin equivalent spent. Level up at [Level x 2,000] 

experience. Maximum 10
th

 level. 

 

ADVENTURE 

 

Stealth and Movement 
To sneak, hide, climb, and swim: roll 1d20, success if 

under [AC + Level]. For easier tasks, roll 1d10 or 

1d12 instead. 

 

Activity “MV” is: 

Combat Feet per round 

Fleeing combat (allows free hack) Yards per round 

Minute of careful movement Yards 

Turn (10 minutes) of wary move Yards 

Travel on foot /3 is MPH 

Wary movement automatically detects most corridor 

and room traps, and secret doors, and assumes 

mapping and intentional stealth and some scouting. 

Careful movement allows a roll to detect features. 

 

Encumbrance. 1,000 coins (or equivalent) is -3 MV. 

 

Saving Throw, Skills. Roll 1d20 under [Level +4]. 

 

Healing 

Take 10 minutes to bandage wounds and rest, heal 1 

hit point per level, 3 times a day. If knocked down to 

0 hit points, survive by rolling under level on 1d10, 

then heal after a full day of rest. 

 

SKILLS 

 

Everyone starts with 1 skill. Upon leveling, a 

character can take a skill instead of more hit points. 

Players can make up other skills with DM approval. 

Gain +2 on the roll to use a skill (instead of Level +4, 

skilled use is Level +6). If a skill says “Trained only” 

it can only be done by an expert. 

 

1. Pick Locks (Trained only, Level +4) 

2. Read Magic (Trained only, Level +4) 

3. Paired Weapons (no more -1 to hit) 

4. Stealth 

5. Running (+3 move) 

6. Climbing and Swimming 

7. Set/Remove Traps 

8. Detect 

9. Identify Monster 

10. Formal Education 

 

Characters can learn languages if they have at least 3 

months exposure to it. Appropriate languages: 

Common, Greenblood, Giantish, Fey, Draconic, 

Tradespeak, Cant 


